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After the war. 
The battle doesn’t stop. 
It echoes on inside 
the sounds of freedom.

Sounds of Freedom is a drama about Iraq war veteran Julia 
and Vietnam veteran Charlie, now working at the local 

newspaper struggling with PTSD as they chase a killer in 
their small island town.



When you tune in to Sounds of Freedom the series, each episode is like 
tuning into a new set of sounds. Each episode profiles sounds, that may 

be a trigger in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or sounds that mean 
freedom for our characters. The story centers on the characters of Julia Bauer, 
a returned Purple Heart Iraqi war Veteran who is now a photo journalist 
at the Whidbey Herald and Vietnam Veteran Charlie who is the circulation 
director. Julia and Charlie must deal with their own issues revolving around 
PTSD while covering the murder story at the small island town newspaper.

The character of Charlie is based after the series creator’s father who served in Vietnam.

DR. HAWTHORNE
What is it you think I won’t understand? 
We’re all under a pressure that can be 

familiarized. Our lives are all different, 
but they intersect eventually. There’s a 
point where we all meet ... find out we’re 

seeking the same results.

CHARLIE
I’m sorry, but I’m having a hard time seeing 
that we intersect. I don’t think me coming 
in here and telling you stories about my 
past life will help. In fact, I don’t even 
know if I can call it my past life because 
it’s still fucking here. And don’t act like 

you don’t know I served in ‘nam.

DR. HAWTHORNE
That is something strictly up to you to 

discuss.

CHARLIE
Hah, but not without a little tricky 

persuasion, right?

DR. HAWTHORNE
It falls no further than knowing anyone’s 
past traumas and bringing them forward to 

help the present.

Julia’s friend Charlie hates silence. He much prefers wind chimes. Charlie is 
the circulation director at the newspaper and Vietnam veteran. His violent 
run in with the copier machine ended up in this required therapy session to 
handle his PTSD. The psychiatrist office is too quiet.

Episode 1: Synopsis
“Thump,” the newspaper hits the door. “Thump” he delivers the next one. 
Don smiles. To him, his sound of freedom is just that, he is both bearer 
of freedom of the press and bad news. To island neighborhoods he has 
delivered headlines of the second Iraq war and the local military units 
going in. “Thump,” he hits Julia’s door. Today, Don’s bad news to deliver is 
“MURDER.”

“Clatter, crunch,” a girl on a bike on the ground. “Screech,” Julia jumps from 
her car into action, memorizing the license plate.  A car “squeals” off as Julia 
holds the child’s brains in before EMTs arrive. Bloodied, the police coax Julia 
to be checked out by the EMTs. On her way to her home, she pulls over to 
puke as flash backs of children burning in Iraq intermingle with the scene she 
just saw.

“Boom, smash,” waves, Julia’s sound of freedom. Her favorite place to run 
is on the beach. As the waves go quiet, so do her pounding footsteps. 
Julia snaps a few photos of a shovel leaning against the remains of a burnt 
down mansion in the forest. Her personal forest photo study turns her into 
someone else’s photo interest and a mysterious man in a car stalks her 
neighborhood snapping photos.



Julia’s return to her photojournalist position at the newspaper, is welcomed by the 
“hum” of the press. The “hum” lulls reporter Russell watching his headlines coming 
off the press. He watches on with newspaper editor James Levine. Levine was the last 
person seen with the murder victim, Molly. She was the receptionist at the Whidbey 
Herald and Levine has a private investigator on his back while trying to get to the 
bottom of the murder story with Russel.

CyberSecure employees Karen and Hank hack into crime scene photos and may see 
some clues to the murder. Being friends with Juia, they try to share information.

Julia visits Dr. Hawthorne. Julia admits she has a problem and recalls helping a shaky 
Charlie light his cigarette in the newspaper office parking lot.

“Tinkles” of wind chimes soothe Charlie at home on his front porch. He can’t 
intersect with Dr. Hawthorne as a therapist. A helicopter flies over his trailer and 
Charlie’s flashback of battle morphs with his new veteran friend Julia and a gunshot 
to her head. Charlie fingers the bullets of his gun, wanting to end it all.
 
“Honk, honk!” Charlie’s flashback is interrupted by his sister Debs and nephew Ryan 
visiting. They argue about Ryan being a war protester and burning the flag.

The “growl” of military jets practicing overhead wake up Karen. She discovers she’s 
tied up in a dank basement, potentially making her the next murder victim.
 
Don’s car overheats. The newspaper thumps are quiet. He can’t deliver the bad news 
of Karen gone missing.

The series is about Julia’s story of return. Julia served as an MP in the Army in Iraq.

CHARLIE
You’re looking for a common ground, right? 

Some stories to work off of?

DR. HAWTHORNE
(Pauses and stares)

How we progress is up to you.

CHARLIE
I’m glad we’re so alike, Doc. I really am. 

It’s excellent news.

DR. HAWTHORNE
I believe you’d like us to be.

CHARLIE
You wanna know what’d be nice?

If sometime we can go take a stroll through 
my neighborhood together.

DR. HAWTHORNE
I think that would be nice.

CHARLIE
It would, wouldn’t it? Maybe in the 

summertime. We can walk by all the friendly 
neighbors as they’re cooking up their bar-b-
que. Delicious aroma, so savory. We smell our 
close friends in combat getting burnt alive. 
Bodies of innocent civilians we burnt. Do you 

know that smell doc?

Dr. Hawthorne stares at Charlie in silence.

CHARLIE
It’s been under your nose for years, but you 

just didn’t know it.
When meat cooks to a certain point it’s 
really hard to tell a tenderloin from a 

tender soul.
(Long pause)

I don’t think this is where we intersect Doc.



THE WORLD
The world of Sounds of Freedom is one like our own, but cut slightly off. It has a tinge of magical realism to it because the people in it are dealing with issues 
of trauma and have a heightened awareness including a heightened sense of sound. To the viewer, this sense of sound is subtle, but evident. It’s a world that 
is about three years behind our world and Obama is at the end of his term and the future is uncertain. The world takes place on Deer Island, an island In the 
Pacific Northwest of the United States. It is an oddly shaped island with a bulbous land mass trailing out with many coves and harbors for over 100 miles. 
The north end, the more bulbous end, is home to a military base where the sound of freedom, jet noise, is ever present. The trailing south end is home to a 
mix of artists, Buddhists, communal living hippies, work at home dot comers, fringe city commuters, and even the occasional extremist hate group. There is 
a variety of sounds here, from singing bowls to punk music. Deer Island can be viewed as a microcosm for the United States as a whole, and its sounds are 
sometimes a cacophony, and sometimes a symphony.





CHARACTERS
JULIA BAUER, Photojournalist
Julia is in her late 20s. She joined the National Guard to play warrior on the weekends only to be sent to the Iraq war as a MP in the Army. While in Iraq, 
Julia was injured in a weapons raid and was awarded a Purple Heart. Julia has just gotten back from Iraq, is out of the military, and has returned to 
her civilian job as a photojournalist at the Deer Times. Julia likes running. Her battle nickname is Eddie, for Eddie Bauer. Julia’s sound is ocean waves 
crashing.

CHARLIE MCVEE, Circulation Director
Charlie is 65-years-old and a Vietnam Veteran who has been harboring his emotional pain as a result of the war for years. From seeing reports on the 
2nd Iraq War, this pain has bubbled to the surface and he recently snapped at work at the Deer Times in a violent episode. Not wanting to further 
embarrass himself, he has sought counseling. Charlie’s sound is wind chimes.

DON YONKERS, Newspaper Deliveryman
Single, and slow, Don is a 1st Iraqi War Veteran holding down his job delivering newspapers for the Deer Times. Don has a taste for beautiful women he 
can’t possibly have. He’s a pervert trying not to turn into a rapist. Don’s sound is the thump of the newspaper.

DR. KATHERINE HAWTHORNE, Psychiatrist
A private psychiatrist who treats soldiers returning from war. She counsels both Julia and Charlie.  She hears a lot of troubling stories, but after hearing 
Charlie’s story, she is close to burn out and ready to go on vacation. Dr. Hawthorne sound is the wind.

JAMES LAVINE, Editor
In his 50s, James runs a tight ship at the local newspaper. An intelligent man who worked his way up without a college education.  He drives a Corvette 
and James’ sound is car exhaust.

RUSSEL, Reporter
In his early 30s. Lived on the island all his life, only to go away and study journalism.  Russel’s sound is the waves receding out to sea.
 
BETTY, neighbor to Julia
Betty is 65-years-old and had been friends and a neighbor of Julia’s grandmother. She is an independent lady, divorced, and likes to speak her mind. She 
is continuing her neighborly tea ritual with Julia that she had with Julia’s late grandmother. Betty’s sound is bird chatter.

DEBBIE, Charlie’s Sister
Former hippie, turned yuppie. Late 50s. Drives a VW. Debbie’s sound is singing bowls.

RYAN, Charlie’s Nephew
17-year-old anarchist wannabe hipster and war protestor. Ryan’s sound is metal music.





Episode 2
• Julia goes on her morning run as newspapers with her headline about the Beach Shrine is delivered
• As newspapers are being delivered in the neighborhood, Betty’s next-door neighbor has perfected the art of cutting grass and annoying his neighbors at 7am.

The neighbor gets off the lawn mower only to place political signs for a local election back up over freshly mowed grass
• Annoyed by lawn mowing neighbor, Betty removes his political signs as soon as neighbor goes inside.
• Betty picks up the newspaper with EVIDENCE as the headline adn sees she wrote the article and calls Julia, but can’t get ahold of her.
• There is a sign for opposing local political candidate outside of Debbie’s house. Indoors, Ryan likes to listen to loud metal music and makes out with a girl he 

snuck in. Debbie has finally had enough. She kicks out girl and they argue.
• Ryan leaves in a huff looking to get in trouble as he brings cans of spray paint
• Julia gets a weird death threat note from presumably the killer and Karen goes missing.
• Julia is resigned to taking photos at a school function for a “safe news” story. She gets a call from the James the editor at Cyber-Secure camera with Russel inter-

viewing Hank at Cyber-Secure
 

Episode 3
• Don the newspaper delivery man is interrogated by the police since cut-out newspapers that looks like it could have been used for the death threat note were 

conveniently found in his car. 
• Charlie is at Dr. Hawthorne’s. We learn just how paranoid he is of his co-workers
• Police investigate shrine more
• Charlie waits for Julia to get out of session to tell her he’s suspicious of people they work with being the killer.
• Julia returns home from run to find graffitied political signs of Betty’s next door neighbor. Julia removes them.
• Hank goes to see Dr. Hawthorne
• Charlie hangs  out with guys at VFW and meets Pete, the homeless  vet

Episode 4
• Standalone episide: homeless vet, Pete’s story
 

Episode 5
• Don is interrogated by the police. 
• A coast guard helicopter flies overhead
• Julia shares past before military with Dr. Hawthorne
• Julia suspects and confronts James in darkroom
• Charlie in back of darkroom overhearing
• Charlie under investigation
• Dr. Hawthorne falls asleep watching Hitchcock marathon at night, in bed
• The early morning newspaper delivered to Dr. Hawthorne wakes her up. She’s made a connection 

Sounds of Freedom has 3 seasons with 10 episodes a season.
Season 1 Plot Outline



Episode 6
• Dr. Hawthorne consoles distraught Hank at Cyber-Secure. She sees more clues confirming her suspicion and calls Julia and calls the Police.
• All the while Julia is seeing Dr. Hawthorne the therapist for her stress and PTSD.
• Julia suspects and confronts the editor James in the paper’s press room for being the last person seen with Molly, who is now a dead body, and 

unbeknown to James, Charlie is in back of the press room overhearing
• Charlie, who is Don’s boss and known for his outbursts is under investigation.

Episode 7
• Julia tells what happened to Dr. Hawthorne: Flashback: Don picks up Julia
• Don tries to rape Julia who took too many Xanax. Julia’s soldier skills kick in. She escapes, but wanders forest retraumatized
• James on newspaper route with Don. Don makes connection who the killer is while delivering newspaper 
• Someone shoots and kills the editor James, but we don’t see who it was
• Charlie burns up in trailer fire as he falls asleep smoking
• Charlie’s spirit communicates to Julia in forest to show her the way 
• Don, now having James’ body on his hands and is afraid he’s been framed for murder and tried to rape Julia also, escapes in James’ Corvette.
• Police swarm corvette to capture Don.

Episode 8
• Don is caught (Framed for murder) and in jail 
• Charlie has a mashup dream: premonition again of Julia being shot…is the same person that shot James… just can’t quite make out his face. 

Looks like Russel, the reporter, holding smoking gun.
• Meanwhile Julia gets a service dog to help with her PTSD and visits Charlie in hospital
• Don claims to police and FBI the killer is Russel… communicates too abstractly reasons why for FBI to understand… just mad babbling to them

EpiSODE 9
• Charlie wakes up to the sound of Life support: requests a newspaper and how is Julia
• Charlie rehabilitating from being burned up, comes up with connections between photos, Don’s newspaper route, stories…written by Russel.
• Charlie knows Don may be a rapist, but he is NOT the killer. He must warn Julia.
• Russel captures Julia…as she discovers his burned-out basement lair beyond forest

Episode 10
• Russel whacks Julia on the head and as he’s washing her body in the ocean waves,
• Charlie goes to Julia’s house to warn her. The service dog warns Charlie that Julia is in danger. 
• The service dog leads Charlie to farmhouse where below Julia and Russel are fighting in the waves.
• Charlie interrupts with guns blazing



“Riveting.”
— Lynn Burrows, Amazon Reviewer



“Dramatic, thought-provoking and powerful, 
SOUNDS OF FREEDOM will rock you.”

— Kierston Drier, Wild Sound Movie Critic





Crew names & credits
Director: Holly Chadwick:Sounds of Freedom web series, Fixed Income, Director of Photography
Writers: Holly Chadwick: Sounds of Freedom web series, Nick Stonehocker: Sounds of Freedom web series 
Producers: Holly Chadwick:  Sounds of Freedom web series, Bruce Weech: Cassandra’s Castle, Still, Rogue Saints
Director of Photography: Alex Walker: No One Will Know, Book of Ruth, The Road to ACL, Leap Year
1st Assistant Director: Jessica Ivy Distad: Neptune’s Net, Impractical Jokers, Fish Warrior, Swamp Murders, Your Worst Nightmare

Holly Chadwick was raised by her grandparents on Whidbey 
Island. They believed in rigorous music studies. Though she 
didn’t become a concert pianist, she has directed short movies, 
documentaries and now the web series, the Sounds of Freedom. 
She earned a B.A. in Film and Digital Media from the University of 
California, Santa Cruz and has studied fine art and digital media 
as far away as Italy and The Banff Centre in Alberta Canada.

At the age of 16, Holly was a key member in a successful Internet 
start up and went on to working for fine art and newspaper 
publishing companies and designing for advertising.

She was a member of Americorps for two years where she helped 
kids learn to read and taught digital photography in her local 
community.

Holly has worked in a darkroom developing crime scene photos, 
had a father with PTSD, the inspiration for Sounds of Freedom. She is also working on a documentary featuring her mother, mental illness, 
and herself called Music in My Head.

Holly resides on Whidbey Island in the same house she grew up in with her husband, two Golden Retrievers and rather psycho kitty. She 
enjoys kayaking, boating, playing piano, extreme sledding and off-roading adventures.

Nick Stonehocker,  writer for Sounds of Freedom, was born in the year of the monkey, and is the second son of a second son. 

His earliest memory of life was running around a three screen theater that his Father managed in Morgan Hill, CA.
Some of his early interests include Saturday morning cartoons, The Clash, and frequent trips to the neighborhood video store.
In his later years he studied theater arts and gained a strong interest in methods of portrayal that dug deep into the authenticity of the 
human reaction. 

He currently resides in San Francisco, CA where he can be found frequenting record stores and sushi bars. 

If you see him, say hello.

BIOS



CREW fRom Sounds of Freedom Web Series
The crew for Sounds of Freedom the web series was put together by Producer Joe Stillwater. It consisted mostly of of Bay Area professionals. Some key players such as 
Director of Photography, Alex Walker, and 1st AD, Jessica Ivy Distad, are returning for the long form series.



Cast names, pics, credits
Julia: Katherine Celio:  Sounds of Freedom web series, The Yellow Wallpaper, Malaise, Around the Bay
Charlie: Bruce Weech: Sounds of Freedom web series, Tall Men, The (206), Escaping the Prophet, Untethered, Blood Demon Rising

Katherine Celio      Bruce Weech



The Inspiration for Sounds of Freedom
This video Returning a Sound, https://youtu.be/i-fGxVNa2OQ, by Puerto Rico-based conceptual artists Jennifer Allora and Guillermo Calzadilla was 
filmed in the Puerto Rican isle of Vieques. After the closure of the U.S. base in 2003, the artists attached a trumpet to the exhaust of a moped and 
drove round the island capturing its triumphant “reveille.”

Though I am not an activist, this piece influenced my thinking about jet noise: the sound of freedom. Having lived on an island, home to a U.S. 
military base all my life, and being a trumpet player middle through high school, I can appreciate the creativity of Returning a Sound. When I saw this 
piece, for the first time I thought about what our iconic sound of freedom meant to other people, in other countries, without our same freedoms. I 
was blown away of the horrific implications. That was over 10 years ago.

I have seen angry letters to the editor in the newspaper and protests on the side of Highway 20 out side of Coupeville near the Navy’s Out Lying 
Field. The sound of freedom has divided people on our own island. As a filmmaker,  I am about community building. Instead of protesting the sound 
of freedom, in turn, Returning a Sound, made me think to tune my ear to appreciate all the other “sounds of freedom” there are including: dogs 
barking, wind chimes, music, the sails of a sailboat, moped exhaust and trumpets included. These sounds can both be appreciated and despised 
depending on a person’s perspective.

It is my hope with my series Sounds of Freedom, where I profile a sound and its evolving meaning of freedom to a character every episode, that 
people will appreciate all the various celebrations of freedom and life that the military protects for us as Americans.

For example, in the pilot episode in Sounds of Freedom, I profile Don, the newspaper delivery man’s sound. It’s the sound of the thump of a 
newspaper on a door as he delivers the news to residents.

My Sounds of Freedom is not about the sound of freedom. Jet noise only serves as the back drop to a story of coming home. It is about sounds of life. 
With the culmination of episodes into a symphony of sounds, I’m “returning sounds” by celebrating the music of life.

- Holly Chadwick





Web Series at Film Festivals and in the Press

“... Holly Chadwick, may not be household names just yet, 
but they most certainly will be soon. When asked about 
the level of consistency regarding the quality of this years 
content, Atkins had this to say, ‘The quality of productions 
this year was very high and it speaks to a maturing of the 
web series industry. Writers, producers, actors and the 
entire value chain are producing work which rivals content 
on the major networks’.”

— Percell Dugger, Huffington Post

Stay on top of Sounds of Freedom news by visiting 
soundsoffreedomtheseries.com
Sounds of Freedom the web series has been seen at many film festivals 
including:

Women & Film Focus Port Townsend Film Festival (Apr 2018)
Port Townsend, U S A

Philip K. Dick Film Festival (Feb 2018)
New York, U S A
AWARDS
Best Web Series

Southern States Indie FanFilmFest (Jan 2018)
Biloxi, U S A
AWARDS
Best Web Series Pilot

Five Continents International Film Festival (Dec 2017)
Lecheria, Venezuela
AWARDS
Best Web Series

NYC Web Fest (Nov 2017)
New York, U S A
AWARDS
Best Director

First Glance Film Festival Philadelphia (Oct 2017)
Philadelphia, U S A
AWARDS
Best Actor: Bruce Weech

UK Web Fest (Oct 2017)
London, United Kingdom

Sounds of Freedom the web sereis has been featured in a variety of 
publications including:

• Movie Recipe
• Peninsula Daily News
• Web Vee Guide
• Whidbey Life Magazine
• Huffington Post







SoundING off on Current Statistics about PTSD
Post-traumatic stress disorder is an extremely prevalent condition among military veterans. Life-threatening events such as being in combat or experiencing trauma 
in a non-combat situation can lead to symptoms of PTSD, including recurring memories or nightmares of the event, sleeplessness, loss of interest in life, anger, 
irritability, jumpiness, a tendency toward isolation and more. Sometimes these symptoms don’t surface for months or years after the event occurred or until a return 
from deployment – but whenever they strike they can have a drastic effect on a vet’s life.

According to the National Institutes of Health, Department of Veterans Affairs and Sidran Institute, the societal and economic burden of PTSD is extremely heavy. The 
suicide rate for returning members of the military is higher than the combat casualty rate. And currently, only 1% of the population is at war, as opposed to 25% of 
the population during World War II. Thus, empathy for the plight of the soldier after combat is at an all-time low.

Veterans returning from war face a whole slew of issues that aren’t being addressed or recognized. Their health benefits have been slashed. It’s difficult for vets to 
get access to mental health because of the stigma surrounding it. According to the American Psychological Association, two-thirds of homeless Iraq and Afghanistan 
veterans had PTSD, a much higher percentage than earlier groups of veterans. That’s because all Iraq and Afghanistan vets were deployed and many saw combat 
while many of their counterparts in previous eras weren’t deployed.

A study by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration revealed that only 50% of returning vets who need mental health treatment will receive 
it. The National Institute of Drug Abuse reported that substance abuse among vets is strongly correlated to their exposure to combat. Another study found that 25% 
of returning Iraq and Afghanistan veterans showed signs of substance abuse disorders. 39% of Iraq and Afghanistan veterans are reported to have alcohol abuse 
issues.

The average cost for first-year treatment for a recent vet with PTSD is $8,300. This cost alone is enough to prevent most suffering vets from getting the help they 
need. RAND reported that 50% of those with PTSD don’t seek treatment. And of the remaining 50% that do, only half of them get “minimally adequate” treatment. 
That means that the majority of these soldiers who bravely gave their service to our country are not getting the care they need.

Sounds of Freedom: The Series bravely brings these issues to the forefront. During a climate of increased US military action, we need to be asking ourselves how 
someone who has suffered from a traumatic experience can best transition back into society. Director Holly Chadwick dares to explore that question with Sounds of 
Freedom. After Vietnam, the question of how vets might adapt was considered, but not remembered now. There were movies like Deer Hunter and Apocalypse Now 
that helped to bring the plight of returning soldiers to the forefront of our minds. But fewer movies explore this topic today, another reason veterans often feel that 
the majority of the country is ignoring their concerns.

Returning soldiers should not have to fight at home for medical and financial benefits. The lack of societal empathy when a government does not care for its citizens 
causes a ripple effect that affects the rest of the population. Mental illness prevails, homelessness rates rise, and crimes from homicide to rape all increase, affecting 
the population at large. Sounds of Freedom aims to foreground these issues by taking a deeper look at the prevalence, and effects, of PTSD on returning soldiers.



Audience Engagement Strategy
with Social Media

• Facebook.com/soundsoffreedomtheseries has 17,524 followers. Its Twitter and Instagram following is growing. Awareness of the project 
is ever growing as photos, articles, and behind the scenes posts progress daily. 

• Posting 15 and 30-second looping clips on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter to build interest before the release of each new episode is one 
strategy to keep audience engagement. 

• Another strategy is to have live videos posted from series creator Holly Chadwick and actor and crew guests during production and the run 
of Sounds of Freedom on the creative process weekly.  

• Director Journal entries from the soundsoffreedomtheseries.com website happen monthly and are also shared to social media.



Facebook Audience

The primary age demographic and reach of content to our Sounds of Freedom web series Facebook audience parallels the ages of the main two characters, Julia, 25-34 and 
Charlie, 65+. With the fleshing out the cast of more characters in the long form series, such as the younger Ryan, 18-24 and middle-aged Debbie, 55-64 and varied aged 
reporters, 35-54, we hope to reach an even broader audience.





Audience Engagement Strategy
With “Sound Vignettes” on You Tube & Social Media
Since there are 6 episodes of the web series out on Amazon, we plan to continue with more short form content 
in parallel to the longer form content. This short form content can be posted on You Tube and social media 
and will be more abstract and vignette style than the long form narrative. Profiling sounds and their meaning 
to the characters will be explored. The following two pages are examples of these sound vignettes. With these 
sound vignettes in combination with social media, we hope to create buzz in the target audience interested and 
motivated to watch the long form series.



Sound VigNette: Copy Machine
An African-American ex-POW has a job at an office. We see him at his desk, looking around
the office nervously, but restrained, trying not to reveal anything. We cut away to another time
and see him return from war to his old neighborhood in Oakland, he has returned to see his
mother. We see him back at his desk again, looking around. We see him at his mother’s
house, looking out the window cautiously. Back at the office desk, we see a co-worker walk by
and say hi to him, he smiles uncomfortably for a second, then flashes a really big, winning
smile, which cracks at its edges and falls. At his mother’s house, at night, we see him breaking
down the door to his mother’s room, screaming “get the fuck down, mom! I can’t move, get the
fuck down, I can’t! I can’t! Fuck fuck fuck!” He gets up from his desk at the office finally, walks
past the water cooler, makes a quick left at a cubicle, but turns back around quickly, awkwardly,
turns again, and finds himself in the copy room. He picks up something, anything and starts
making copies, looking around for anyone who might be coming, making tons of copies of
anything, whatever he can find, he makes copies of a random page in a binder, the copy lights
flash, he makes copies of his wallet, his veteran’s card, in a close-up his eyes are scanning
constantly, he makes copies of a closed book, the lights flash, the copy room phone starts to
ring and he takes the whole mechanism and puts it onto the glass and presses down really hard
and the glass on the copy machine breaks and all the lights turn red. He flashes back to his
time in a POW camp, the repetition of the copy machine lights look like a rotating watchtower
light, his eyes are extremely frenetic, the lights all around him flicker, in and out of the office and
the POW camp fences, he navigates his office and is confused by the way the walls are
structured, how the layout overlaps or is different then the cells and corridors of the POW camp.
He finds a door, and he breaks out of the building into the fresh air. He lights up a cigarette
outside of the office building, he’s found his only place to relax, but a co-worker comes out to
talk to him. Seeing them, and in a state of panic, he hides the cigarette extremely desperately,
yelling “Mom! Mom! Mom! I’m ok! I’m ok! I’m ok!” And three other co-workers come rushing to
him as he falls.



Sound VigNette: Heavy Rain
The sound of hard rain on a metal roof is heard in the dark. Outside of the mud covered
humvee, it is night. Inside it is dark. Out in the mud there are muddy forms on the ground. The
sounds of the rain hitting the ground are accentuated and little doppler effects, shots, rounds
heard ringing through the space. A slow deep breathing is heard. Cutaway to a little indigenous
boy, slowly moving his toy soldiers through the mud, concentrating on the progression. A
cigarette lighter is heard, and in extreme close-up, we see a flame come up to the lips of a man,
the light playing across his mouth, the end of a cigarette starting to catch and glow, draw fire
slowly on. The boy continues to play with his toys on a sunny day. We cut back to the wide of
the muddy humvee. A ceremonial drum begins to be heard in the background. A muddy
mound on the ground moves, subtly. In a close-up of the mud, we see a form start to rise. In
the rain, a muddy man with a spread out wingspan rises as gallons of mud drip off of him, and
other men with their arms spread rise up around, next to him like eagles taking to the sky. We
hear rounds of shots firing, and the pinging, echoing sounds of ammunition ringing ballistics
through the inside of a metal space, the inside of the humvee. We see close-ups of the grown
man inside the humvee, his eyes wide, bullets finding quick homes inside of cushions, uniforms,
arms, faces, bodies, and inter-cut, we see close-ups of the muddy eagle men outside, they are
skulls covered in mud and they shake as though in a trance, and we hear the pounding of
drums and close-up, the wide eyes of an indigenous trance dancer. Behind the trance dancer
we see the muddy eagle men, their arms outstretched, dancing to the ceremonial drum. We
see the man smoking a cigarette, starting to yell, starting to whimper, starting to cry. And then
he stops, the drums stop, we see the boy, putting his toys in the mud, burying them, squishing
mud over their bodies. We see the eagle men, their arms outstretched, wavering, standing still,
then quietly dropping to the ground. We hear the man breathing, slowly, silently, alone. We
hear the squelch of a walkie talkie, and the voices of navajo code talkers drifting in on the wind.







Artist Statement
This is a personal story of what happens when they come back. I am a director, writer, and producer that is currently trying to see my short-form fictional 
web series launched as a long form hour pilot to be pitched to on demand platforms to create a full-blown series! With this project, I support our troops and 
not only examine what it means to support our troops, especially when they return home from war, but more importantly, what does continued war mean 
for our future? 

I am a Whidbey Island native. Whidbey is home to a large Navy base. I live in a military community where I’ve gotten to know veterans who have returned 
home from recent wars and seen their struggle with PTSD. My father was a Vietnam Veteran suffering from PTSD. As the U.S. involvement in the wars of the 
Middle East persist and as soldiers return home, I have seen the effect of this return on my community. My project is about this return, this community, and 
its numbing detachment and involvement with war.

War. Strife. Trauma. How do we make sense out of these tactile realties in an already fragmented digital world? I as a media creator, who has made a career 
of digital weaving in the form of design and web development, return to my love of storytelling in the form of the series that will eventually reach an 
Internet as well as a television audience. My demographic is the untapped 35+ audience and I believe an international audience would be interested as well.

The Sound Vignettes designed as elabortie advertisments along with actual sound studies included in each episode helps explore the sounds in Sounds of 
Freedom. Each episode leads with a character from the series and a sound that gives or means freedom to them. On exit of the episode, I play with how this 
sound has developed in terms of the meaning of freedom as events in the episode develop. For instance, the pilot episode starts with the “thump” of the 
newspaper being delivered to doors. As the episode evolves, so does the sound and the episode ends in silent doorsteps as the newspaper delivery man 
“smacks” his steering wheel instead as his car is over heated.

I’d like to be part of the dialogue with my local community as well as the larger country about the personal after effects of war and our future. 

It is my belief as an artist that in order to have any vision of a future, the past should inform the present to make constellations of progress to map the 
future. 

Most contemporary artists struggle with visions of the future and see them as dystopic as an end of energy sources are in sight. Strife, conflict and trauma 
is the present and predicted future as wars over resources continue. As an artist living on Whidbey Island coming from a community that sends its citizens 
into the wars of the Middle East, I too struggle with a vision of the future and with this in mind, and as soldiers from my community return, my project 
centers on resolving the trauma of the past. 

As an artist literally on an island, I plan to work locally and think globally. Support to produce this series would greatly help the process for the local vision 
being beamed via satellite dish to televisions and computers on the other side of the globe.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Holly Chadwick
holly@eideticfilm.com


